Welcome to Junipalooza 2022!
We’re pleased to greet you to this celebration
of gin and to be joined by over 50 distillers who
have travelled far and wide to serve up samples
in person.
Consider this digital show guide a highlight reel
of what the exhibitors have to offer. Covering
all 300+ expressions would have created
an encyclopaedic guide that while useful for
posterity, would not have helped you plan your
route this weekend.
We’ve split the following pages by the most
frequently asked groupings that we come across
when guests request recommendations. We
couldn’t help but also add in a few “must sees”
of our own…
We hope you have a fantastic experience at
Junipalooza. Take a moment to revel in the sheer
diversity on offer, as well as the incredible value
of being able to sample anything you’d like to
while having the makers present themselves to
bring it to life.
It truly is a one-of-a-kind show and a labour of
love for all those involved.
Emile & Olivier
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Exhibitors will stop service 15mins before each sessio
finishes, so plan your journey to not miss out.
More information about the show is available on:
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Tarquin's Cornish Gin
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Mermaid Gin
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44°N Gin

MASTERCLASS
SCHEDULE
THE BIGGEST TRENDS IN GIN
Saturday 11th June at 12.00 & 17.00,
Sunday at 12.00
At a festival where hundreds of gins are on offer, it’s
easy to spot a few of the trends that have happened
already – but what’s bubbling up and influencing
producers next?

NAVIGATING THE FIRST 6 MONTHS
Saturday 11th June 13.00 & 18.00,
Sunday at 13.00
How it started Vs How it’s going… The hardships, the
thrills, the stress and the satisfaction of the early
months of a producer’s life can be wildly different to
where they are at today – for better and for worse.
A unique chance to delve behind the scenes of life as a
distiller!

MOVING BEYOND “NEW”
Saturday 11th June 14.00 & 19.00,
Sunday at 15.00
A panel of producers new will delve into how they
adapted once they start to become established and
what it’s like to move beyond the “new” status.
We’ll also be talking about the future of the category
now that Gin has lost it’s status as the up-and-coming
spirit.

GOING FOR GOLD
Sunday 14.00
As a one off panel, we’ll be discussing “Going for gold”,
the world of medals and the gins that seem to have a
Midas touch.

NEW THIS WEEKEND
It wouldn’t be Junipalooza if there wasn’t a
few new releases premiering at the show and
this year brings several exceptional offerings.

Tarquin’s Spiced Watermelon
Gin
Inspired by a love of Cornish
beaches, BBQ’s and the joys of
summer fruit, this collaboration
between Tarquin’s & Spirits
Beacon combines all of the
above and more.
The result is a fruity gin, backed
by piney juniper, wood smoke
and warming spice. The next
best thing to being on the
coast!

Mermaid Zest Gin
Landing in a captivating
green bottle, Mermaid’s
Zest Gin brings a melange
of complex, citrusy notes to
the fore.
To make it, the team
distilled grapefruit, cascade
hops, island bergamot,
lemon zest and rosemary,
and blended the distillate
into their signature gin.
Great for spritz lovers.

RECENT RELEASES
Juniplaooza is, for many, the chance to see
what makers have added to their ranges in
recent months, to try their latest expressions
and to see how they compare to the originals.
With most producers launching at least one
new gin a year, there’s a lot to pick from across
the show.
Here are a few highlights:

Shivering Mountain Early
Harvest Gin
Fans of the distillery will be
delighted that there is a third
expression in their range, further
exploring the team’s connection
to the Peak District through
their use of local ingredients.

Thunderflower Elder Bay Blush
A wonderfully fragrant gin
infused with rowan berries,
hawthorn, gorse and rosehip
combining to build a great
depth of flavour that celebrates
Devon’s regional flavours.

Seppeltsfield Road Musician’s Cut
Released in celebration of the
Adelaide Symphony Orchestra’s
85th anniversary, Musician’s Cut
is a higher proof version of their
signature House Gin, showcasing
an enticing increased intensity.

World Martini Day Gin 2022
A collab between Gower Gin Company & World Martini Day,
this year’s limited-edition gin is called Night Star. It’s an
homage to the Vesper Martini in Casino Royale and quite
delicious too.

James Martin’s Gin
Made by the famed chef, James
Martin, this gin features 11
botanicals in a classically styled
recipe.
With citrus from lemon and
orange backed by lemongrass
and ginger, it’s a bright and
characterful newcomer to the
scene.

Papillon Mariposa PX Cask Gin
A cask aged edition of Papillon Gin, that’s been aged
for a few months in Pedro Ximénez sherry casks. The
result brings candied orange and juniper followed by
savoury smoke and a touch of spiced pepper.

NEW TO THE SHOW
Return visitors to juniplaooza are always on
the hunt for someone they have never seen
before - be it a new producer or a debutant
at this event.
We’re pleased to say that this year, there are
six making their maiden ‘palooza.

Altitude Alpine Dry Gin
This gin takes its inspiration from the Alpine surroundings of
Chamonix and combines myrtille, elderflower and pine that
grow in the foothills of the Alps with other botanicals. A true
taste of the mountains!

Adamus Organic Dry Gin
A Portuguese gin that uses
a unique variety of wine
grape that only grows in
Bairrada, alongside hibiscus,
juniper, orange, lemon,
cinnamon, ginger, cardamom
and salvia. An intriguing mix.

Goosnargh Gin
Goosnargh Gins are lovingly
made by Richard and Rachel
Trenchard at their distillery
nestled near Beacon Fell.
The range is divided into
chapters, a nod to Richard’s
career in journalism and
writing.

Newfoundland Distillery Co
Hailing from Newfoundland
– head straight for their
Seaweed Gin, made using
dulse harvested from the
Grand Banks.
Slightly salty, full of juniper,
it is like being in an ocean
mist!

Pembrokshire Gin Distillery
As you hear all about their
new distillery build (in the
Grade II listed Old Market
Hall), try the Rosemary &
Citrus Gin.
Citrus mingles with foraged
Welsh rosemary, creating
a light, easy drinking gin
packed full of flavour.

Palma Gin
Palma Gin is distilled with
locally foraged wildflowers,
Mallorcan juniper and
fresh citrus fruit from the
island’s rural orchards.
It’s a fresh, dry gin with
an enduring finish that
manages to capture
the essence of the
Mediterranean.

NEW LOOK BOTTLES
Before we taste, we drink with our eyes and
this year, some distilleries have got a fresh
new look to turn your attention…
They may be the same gin, but in these
new robes they feel like a new proposition
altogether!
Hills & Harbour Gin
A stunning new look for a one
of the great Scottish Gins.
The taste travels through
juniper, hints of forest fir,
tropical fruit (mango), citrus
spice, tangy sherbet and a
subtle scent of the shore
(Bladderwrack Seaweed).

Monterey Gin
Monterey gin are returning
this year with a new look!
Theirs is a mix of juniper,
coriander and cardamom, with
keffir lime base notes and a
bright sea buckthorn finish,
tempered by the dryness of
maté and gentian root.
The West Winds Pinque Rose Gin
It’s been a long time since West Winds were
available in the UK, and it’s changed quite a bit
since. Try their Pinque, which has been produced
utilising the fantastic characters of Cabernet
Sauvignon from the Margaret River region.

TO DAY OR ONLINE

We are offering £5 OFF
orders made at Spirits Kiosk!
Our pop-up shop will stock all the gins
exhibited at the show today, so that they
are in one convenient place for you...

Offer T&C’s:
Valid for either Junipalooza or online orders up to 31/06/22.
(Please note that not all spirits exhibiting are available online)
Min order value of £30.
Only 1 voucher can be redeemed per £30.

PROCESS HIGHLIGHTS
Junipalooza offers a unique chance to meet
the makers and geek out on how they make
the flavours in each bottle.

Science meets art, process meets big idea –
for those who want to know more, you’ll be
met by people who love nothing more than
talking about the methods (and the madness
of it all) involved.
Here are three particularly impressive gins
worth probing for more production details…
44 North
No other gin distiller uses as many
production methods as this. Traditional
pot, vacuum, vapour, CO2 extraction
and many more – the Conte de Grasse
team have taken a perfumier’s
expertise in capturing the essence of a
botanical and married layer after layer
with stunning effect.

Salcombe Gin Voyagers Series 'Daring'
Daring uses a combination of Milk Whey
blended in a 65:35 ratio with English
wheat grain spirit for their base spirit.
It’s a unique way of constructing a
gin recipe and one whose process is
palpable to taste.

Hayman’s Small Gin
Small Gin is worth delving into. It’s a
concentrated recipe matched with
some additional special tricks that have
delivered a result that you just have to
taste to believe – low alcohol G&T with
ALL the flavour.

LONDON DRY HIGHLIGHTS
Comparing London Dry Gins is a great way
to benchmark producers as irrespective
of the ABV or predominant flavours, the
process means there is nowhere to hide, no
secondary infusions - the distiller’s craft is on
display.
Here are three that you may not have tried
yet and that are well worth stopping by.
Brighton Gin Pavilion Strength
Subtle notes of juniper and
persistent hints of orange make
this London Dry gentle and
approachable.
For as easy going as it is, it’s also
persistently memorable and you
will recall enjoying it with ease,
which says a lot about its quality.

Bone Idyll London Bone Dry
A characterful London Dry bringing the
classic blend of botanicals including
juniper, grapefruit peel, cardamom,
orris, coriander seed and lemon peel
together. Lively citrus, juniper and spicy
undertones – exactly what you would
want.
Camino Dry Gin
Camino Gin is made with 13 botanicals native to the
French Way of the Camino de Santiago. Wild hedgerows of
blackberry, elderflower & dandelion to lavender & cornflower
to sweet trees of orange & fig and beyond. Classically
styled but distinct and unique.

FLAVOURED GIN HIGHLIGHTS
Flavoured gins are a huge part of the
category in 2022 and from their sugary
start years ago, there is now a large diversity
on offer.
You’ll find them in every shade of the
rainbow, sweet to dry, fruit, floral and
beyond – many of which will change your
preconceptions about the genre too…

Manly Lilly Pilly Gin
Bright and fruity - Lilly Pilly Pink Gin is
crafted using the succulent summer
berries and rambling edible pink flowers
of the Australian native Lilly Pilly, found
near the distillery’s in home in the
Northern Beaches of Sydney.

The Blowing Stone Wild Strawberry
Gin
Part of the distillery’s Ashdown
Series, Wild Strawberry Gin takes
their London Dry recipe as a base,
and layers in wild strawberries to
create a sweet and aromatic blush
pink beauty. Ideal for those who love
a fruity touch.

Hernö Pink Bottle Gin
Flying the flag for why Gin
shouldn’t be coloured as a
marketing gimmick - Hernö Pink
Bottle Gin is a wonderfully fruity
strawberry laced-gin and with an
enchanting floral top note and a
juniper predominant backbone.

SAVOURY GIN HIGHLIGHTS
Savoury, umami-flavoured gins have become
a growing trend.
Seaweed, olives, herbs and more are being
harnessed to create great recipes and for
those who like a verdant twang, there’s
plenty on offer at Junipalooza.
An Dúlamán Irish Maritime
Gin
An Dúlamán seeks to
capture “Draíocht na
Farraige” (the magic of the
sea) by using five locally
harvested varieties of
seaweed, as well as six other
botanicals.
It’s a gin that’s as unique as
the Donegal coast itself.

Biggar Herbaceous Recipe Gin
Scottish Gin makers Biggar have a
herbaceous recipe on offer at the
show.
The release builds on their
flagship’s creamy juniper and
citrus burst with herbal layers and
verdant complexity.
Four Pillars Olive Leaf Gin
A big textural gin ideal for a Martini. There’s three types of
cold-pressed extra virgin olive oil, alongside olive leaf tea and
other botanicals like rosemary and bay leaf. Meanwhile native
macadamia nuts and lemon myrtle add a distinctly modern
Australian twist.

SLOE GIN HIGHLIGHTS
The original “flavoured” gin and an enduring
tipple that has spanned generations – Sloe
Gin is a treat that’s hard to resist.
Be it for summer cocktails or to save for
winter sipping - don’t miss out on tasting
these as you go around…

Boatyard Slow Boat Gin
Sloe Boat Gin has been made by
steeping of wild-harvested sloe
berries for six months in a bespoke
gin, developed and distilled by the
team in Co. Fermanagh, Ireland.
A whopping 420 grams is used for
each bottle.

Broken Bones Sloe Gin
Based on their delicious London
Dry base, this Sloe presents with
bitter almond and marzipan on the
nose, combined with ripe plums and
rosehip.
The minimal sugar allows the taste
to linger on and on.

Junimperium Sloe Gin
Junimperium’s Sloe Gin derives
its exquisite taste from the
combination of fresh sloe berries
and sweet jumbo juniper berries.
It’s distinctively fruity, but fresh
and slightly citrusy too. A real
tongue twisting experience!

JUNIPALOOZA CO-FOUNDER

EMILE’S TOP PICKS
I’ve picked three gins that I feel are exciting
and who illustrate the opportunity that
Junipalooza represents for those looking to
broaden their understanding of gin.
From the completely new, to the overlooked to
the up and coming – being able to wave a glass
around and sample away when there is so many
gins to put side by side is what I love most
about this show.
Tarquin’s Spiced Watermelon Gin
It’s difficult to fully understand just
how hard watermelon is to capture
as a flavour. It’s mostly water!
This was a big challenge to try and
achieve with so many techniques
involved from pressed juice, infusion,
distilling, barbequing and more.
It’s summery, fruity, but a proper
resinous gin with smoke and spice
to add complexity.

Seppeltsfield Barossa Shiraz Gin
This is a truly outstanding gin.
It’s produced by macerating
Western Barossa Shiraz grapes in
Seppeltsfield House Dry. Expect
soft tannins and rich shiraz fruit
flavours with subtle juniper, orange
and cinnamon notes.
Great neat or with tonic and a good
expression to discover more about
the “Grape-infused Gin” genre that’s
booming in Australia right now.
Contractor’s Classic Dry Gin
These guys are a new, dynamic
young producer whose gin balances
out a great recipe that heroes
Hibiscus flower and Lemongrass.
Fresh citrus burst combined with
smooth floral notes allows the
flavour profile to drive through
tonic.
An exciting prospect for the future.

JUNIPALOOZA CO-FOUNDER

OLIVIER’S TOP PICKS
From the people, their respective stage of
growth, the response they are getting and the
kind of identities they have – there’s so many
layers above and beyond a gin’s flavour.
My three “must-sees” combine all of these
factors so if you want to dive beneath the
surface and understand the factors involved in
why one producer succeeds to the big leagues
and another does not – these will give you a
unique perspective.
Hapusa Himalayan Gin
Nao Spirits are one of the most exiting
producers in the world. They are on a
meteoric rise right now. The distillery is
based distilled in India and Hapusa has
buckets of foraged Himalayan Juniper
in the mix, while their Greater Than is a
brilliant London Dry.
Take my word for it, in five years’ time,
they will be one of the gin world’s big
names and this is your chance to get to
see what it’s all about whilst they are
still small.

Never Never JP Freak
If you love juniper like I do, then it’ll come as
no surprise that this is the kind of gin that
delivers and then some.
It's an overproof gin that features juniper
steeped in the spirit, more redistilled with
fresh juniper and with added juniper in
the still's vapour basket.They also add in a
straight juniper distillate into the mix! It’s
OTT juniper, and that’s why it’s great.
Crosskirk Bay Gin
These guys are doing a lot right - 100%
recycled glass bottles, demanding
carbon-free certifications from
suppliers and a real effort going into
being more sustainable.
That aside, the gin’s interesting molasses base (which you can taste),
rowan berries, Icelandic moss, and
Scots pine all add up to make a
beguiling flavour profile.

TO DAY OR ONLINE

We are offering £5 OFF
orders made at Spirits Kiosk!
Our pop-up shop will stock all the gins
exhibited at the show today, so that they
are in one convenient place for you...

